A total of 126 isotopes with Z ≤ 10 have been identified to date. The discovery of these isotopes which includes the observation of unbound nuclei, is discussed. For each isotope a brief summary of the first refereed publication, including the production and identification method, is presented.
Introduction
The discovery of the light isotopes is discussed as part of the series of the discovery of isotopes which began with the cerium isotopes in 2009 [1] . The purpose of this series is to document and summarize the discovery of all isotopes.
Guidelines for assigning credit for discovery are (1) clear identification, either through decay-curves and relationships to other known isotopes, particle or γ-ray spectra, or unique mass and Z-identification, and (2) publication of the discovery in a refereed journal. The authors and year of the first publication, the laboratory where the isotopes were produced as well as the production and identification methods are discussed. When appropriate, references to conference proceedings, internal reports, and theses are included. When a discovery includes a half-life measurement the measured value is compared to the currently adopted value taken from the NUBASE evaluation [2] which is based on the ENSDF database [3] .
Discovery of Isotopes with Z ≤ 10
The discovery of 125 isotopes with Z ≤ 10 includes 2 neutral, 7 hydrogen, 9 helium, 10 lithium, 9 beryllium, 13 boron, 14 carbon, 14 nitrogen, 14 oxygen, 16 fluorine, and 18 neon isotopes. Most likely, all nuclei which are stable with respect to neutron or proton emission have been observed. The only isotopes that could potentially be stable are 33 
F and
36 Ne. Thus the neutron drip-line has been reached up to Z = 8.
The discovery of the light stable isotopes is not easily defined because they were involved in the discovery of isotopes themselves. We decided to credit discovery if the detection method was sensitive enough to separate isotopes and if isotopes were specifically searched for. Thus the first description of a mass spectrograph by Dempster in 1918 was not considered because Dempster observed only a single isotope per element and did not perform absolute mass measurements [4] .
Nuclei beyond the driplines, i.e. nuclei which decay by the emission of a neutron or a proton were included in the compilation. In some cases these nuclei live for only very short times and especially for nuclei beyond the neutron dripline they can only be measured as resonances. Nevertheless the masses can be determined by transfer reactions or by invariant mass measurements and the lifetimes can be determined from the width of the resonance. However, especially for nuclei which are removed by two or more neutrons from the last particle-stable isotope, these resonant states can be very broad and it becomes questionable if the corresponding lifetimes are long enough to be called a nucleus [5] . Only unbound nuclei for which a resonance was observed are included, the first "non-existence" for an unbound nucleus has been compiled elsewhere [5] .
For heavier isotopes we have adopted the practice to accept the observation of isomeric states or excited proton unbound states prior to the determination of the ground states as the discovery. Accordingly for the light nuclei the observed resonance does not necessarily have to correspond to the ground state. Figure 1 summarizes the year of first discovery for all light isotopes. The isotopes are shown on the vertical axis as (N-Z). The radioactive isotopes were produced using light-particle reactions (LP), heavy-ion transfer reactions (TR), fusion-evaporation reactions (FE), deep-inelastic reactions (DI), pion-induced reactions (PI), spallation (SP), projectile fragmentation of fission (PF), and most recently with secondary beams (SB). The stable isotopes were identified using cathode rays (CR), atomic (AS) and mass spectroscopy (MS), and light-particle reactions (LP). Heavy ions are all nuclei with an atomic mass larger than A=4 [6] . Light particles also include neutrons produced by accelerators. In the following, the discovery of each isotope is discussed in detail. Specifics of the discoveries are listed in Table 1 .
Z = 0
In addition to the discovery of the neutron, we also included the first measuring of the s-wave scattering length of the di-neutron system as a "virtual" resonance in the list. The tentative indication of a bound tetra-neutron [7] was not included because it was not confirmed in subsequent experiments [8] . In addition, parts of the analysis were questioned [9] and the existence of a bound tetra-neutron seems theoretically very unlikely [10] .
n
The neutron was discovered by Chadwick in 1932 as described in the paper "Possible Existence of a Neutron" [11] .
Beryllium was bombarded with α-particles and the resulting radiation was measured with an ionization chamber. " [The] results, and others I have obtained in the course of the work, are very difficult to explain on the assumption that the radiation from beryllium is a quantum radiation, if energy and momentum are to be conserved in the collisions. The difficulties disappear, however, if it be assumed that the radiation consists of particles of mass 1 and charge 0, or neutrons. The capture of the α-particle by the Be 9 nucleus may be supposed to result in the formation of a C 12 nucleus and the emission of the neutron."
The first accurate measurement of the unbound two-neutron resonance state was reported in 1965 by Haddock et al. in "Measurement of the Neutron-Neutron s-Wave Scattering Length from the Reaction π − + d → 2n + γ" [12] . Negative pions produced by the Berkeley 184-inch cyclotron bombarded a liquid deuterium target and the reaction π − +d → 2n+γ was studied. Neutrons and γ-rays were detected by scintillation detectors. "The experimental uncertainties in timing resolution, counter efficiency, and background are combined with the result of the χ 2 fit to yield a preliminary value of a nn = −16.4±1. 
Hydrogen
In addition to the two stable hydrogen isotopes − the proton and the deuteron − and the radioactive tritium, four additional neutron-rich unbound resonances up to 7 H have been reported. The assignments for the discoveries of these resonances is certainly arguable because they are broad and sometimes different techniques observed different resonances.
A consistent description is not available for these resonances at the present time and the assignments should be considered as tentative.
H

In 1920
1 H was first measured in a mass spectrometer by Aston in "The Constitution of the Elements" [14] . "By the same methods H 3 , H 2 , and H 1 all give consistent results for the mass of the hydrogen atom as 1.008 within experimental error, agreeing with the value given by chemical analysis...".
H
Urey discovered 2 H as described in the publication "A Hydrogen Isotope of Mass 2" in 1932 [15] . Liquid hydrogen was evaporated near its triple point in order to enhance the concentration of heavy hydrogen. The atomic spectra were then observed in a hydrogen discharge tube. "Under these conditions we found in this sample as well as in ordinary 
Helium
Nine helium isotopes are described including 2 stable, 2 neutron-rich, 4 neutron-unbound resonances as well as the di-proton. 4 He is certainly a special case where we assigned Rutherford's determination of the mass and charge of the α-particle as the discovery.
He
The 1936 paper "The scattering of protons by protons" by Tuve et al. can be considered as the first evidence of a virtual state in 2 He [25] . The angular distribution from 15
• and 45
• of scattered protons were measured for incident proton energies of 600, 700, 800, and 990 keV. "Measurement of the scattering of protons by deuterium, helium, and air, together with "vacuum-scattering" tests which eliminate slit scattering and unknown vapors, have led to the conclusion that the observed anomaly is not due to a contamination and must be ascribed to a proton-proton interaction at close distances (less that 5×10 −13 cm) which involves a marked departure from the ordinary Coulomb forces." The theoretical interpretation was presented by Breit et al. in an accompanying paper [26] . 3 
In 1934 Oliphant et al. reported the discovery of 3 He "Transmutation Effects observed with Heavy Hydrogen" [16] .
Deuterated ammonium chloride, ammonium sulphate, and orthophosphoric acid samples were bombarded with deuterons accelerated by 20 kV at the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge, UK, and the range of observed protons were measured.
In addition, a large number of neutrons were observed. "It seems more probable that the diplons unite to form a new helium nucleus of mass 4.0272 and 2 charges. This nucleus apparently finds it difficult to get rid of its large surplus energy above that of an ordinary He nucleus of mass 4.0022, but breaks up into two components... Another possible reaction is D leading to the production of a helium isotope of mass 3 and a neutron. In a previous paper we suggest that a helium isotope of mass 3 is produced as a result of the transmutation of Li 6 under proton bombardment into two doubly charged particles. If this last reaction be correct, the mass of He 3 2 is 3.0165, and using this mass and Chadwick's mass for the neutron, the energy of the neutron comes out to be about 3 million volts." The quoted previous paper only suggests the formation of 3 He as one possibility [27] .
Rutherford's 1908 publication of "The Charge and Nature of the α-Particle" can be considered as the first identification of the 4 He isotope [28] . An α-particle source of "radium C" ( 214 Bi) was placed inside an electromagnetic field to measure its charge. From the known E/M ratio the mass was deduced. "We have already seen that the evidence is strongly in favour of the view that E = 2e. Consequently M = 3.84 m, i.e., the atomic weight of an α-particle is 3.84.
The atomic weight of the helium atom is 3.96. Taking into account probable experimental errors in the estimates of the value of E/M for the α-particle, we may conclude that an α-particle is a helium atom, or, to be more precise, the α-particle, after it has lost its positive charge, is a helium atom." figure] it appears that the amount of scattering does pass through a maximum at about two Mev as expected theoretically on the basis of the neutron-helium scattering results and the assumption of the equality of n-n and p-p forces. However, the height and narrowness of the maximum are much less than in the neutron-helium case, being only a factor of 2 instead of 5 in intensity, while the half-width is more than one 1 Mev instead of about 0.5 Mev."
6,7 Li
In 1921, 6 Li and 7 Li were identified for the first time by Aston and Thomson in "The Constitution of Lithium" [39] .
With an externally heated anode at very low pressures it was possible to isolate metallic rays in the mass spectrograph.
"The foregoing results appear to leave no doubt that lithium is a complex element with isotopes of atomic weights 6 and Protons" [48] . Protons accelerated by a voltage between 125 and 400 kV bombarded a lithium target. Charged particle tracks were measured with a Shimizu expansion chamber. " The brightness of the scintillations and the density of the tracks observed in the expansion chamber suggest that the particles are normal α-particles. If this point of view turns out to be correct, it seems not unlikely that the lithium isotope of mass 7 occasionally captures a proton and the resulting nucleus of mass 8 breaks into two α-particles, each of mass four and each with an energy of about eight million electron volts." This interpretation was confirmed by a measurement of two back-to-back α-particles in coincidence reported only a few months later [49] .
9 Be
In the 1921 article "Anode Rays of Beryllium" Thomson described the first observation of 9 Be [50] . 9 Be was detected in a mass spectrograph at Cambridge, England. "A well-marked parabola was found corresponding to a single charge and an atomic weight 9.0±0.1 (Na=23). No second line was observed which could with certainty be attributed to beryllium, but the parabola at 9.0 was not so strong as that at 7.0 for lithium, and it is doubtful if one of a tenth the intensity could be observed."
10 Be [43] . Uranium foils were bombarded with 5.3 GeV protons from the Berkeley Bevatron. Phosphorus-diffused silicon transmission detectors were used in a telescope consisting of an energy-loss, energy, and rejection detector to identify the isotopes. "In fact, the assignment of an (11.4±0.5)-msec delayed neutron activity to 12 Be on the assumption that 11 Li was particle unstable must be re-examined... In any event, the particle stability of both 11 Li and 12 Be is established in the present data." The half-life quoted refers to a previous paper [53] and differs from the currently accepted value of 21.50(4) ms by almost a factor of two. Stability" [55] . A uranium target was bombarded with 4.8 GeV protons from the Berkeley Bevatron and fragments were identified by ∆-E/E, and time-of-flight measurements in a silicon telescope. "Two new isotopes, 14 Be and 17 B, were observed to be particle stable, and two others, 12 Li and 16 B, were shown to be particle unstable. The new isotope 17 B recently had been predicted to be particle stable, but the observation of 14 Be was surprising because it was thought to be unstable on the basis of both theoretical predictions and previous experimental results." An earlier report of the instability of 14 Be [56] was thus not confirmed.
Boron
Thirteen boron isotopes are described including 2 stable, 1 proton-rich, 6 neutron-rich, and 2 proton-and 2 neutronunbound resonances. At least the one-neutron unbound resonance 20 B should be able to be observed in the future. MeV." Reactions of Lithium, Beryllium, Boron, and Carbon" in 1940 [59] . Protons up to 3.7 MeV from the Westinghouse pressure electrostatic generator bombarded beryllium targets and neutrons from the (p,n) charge exchange reaction
were measured with a BF 3 ionization chamber. "The observed energy difference (B 9 −Be 9 ) would permit a positron radioactivity with maximum positron energy of 0.06 Mev or a K-electron capture... One may account for the absence of such activity in B 9 by the fact that B 9 is unstable with regard to dissociation into Be 8 + H 1 ... Hence we conclude that the Be 9 (p,n) 9 B reaction is immediately followed by the B 9 → He 4 + He 4 + H 1 disintegration." The extracted mass for 9 B was 9.01600(13) amu.
10,11 B
Aston discovered 10 B and 11 B in 1920 as reported in "The constitution of the elements" [60] . The isotopes were identified by measuring their mass spectra. "Boron (atomic weight 10.9) is a complex element. Its isotopes are 10 and by Deuterons" [61] . Deuterons accelerated by 500 kV bombarded a metal boron target and 12 B was produced in the reaction 11 B(d,p). Protons and electrons were detected in cloud chambers where the electron tracks were curved by a 1500 G magnetic field. "The conclusion to be drawn from this is that B 12 , in disintegrating, loses an amount of mass not less than that corresponding to the upper limit of energy of the electron spectrum. 
Carbon
Fourteen carbon isotopes are described including 2 stable, 3 proton-rich, 8 neutron-rich, and 1 proton-unbound resonance. Carbon is the lightest element for which the properties of an unbound resonance of an isotope ( 21 C) which is lighter than another bound isotope ( 22 C) has not been studied yet. 21 C had initially been reported as bound [67] , however this could not be confirmed [68] . 23 C is probably the most difficult unbound nucleus delineating the neutron-dripline to be studied because of the location of the dripline at N=14 ranging from carbon to oxygen. 
The 1919 paper "The Constitution of the Elements" by Aston can be considered the discovery of 12 C [74] . 12 C was identified using the positive-ray mass spectrograph in Cambridge, England. "Of the elements involved hydrogen has yet to be investigated; carbon and oxygen appear, to use the terms suggested by Paneth, perfectly "pure"... A fact of the greatest theoretical interest appears to underlie these results, namely, that of more than forty different values of atomic and molecular mass so far measured, all, without a single exception, fall on whole numbers, carbon and oxygen being taken as 12 and 16 exactly, and due allowance being made for multiple charges." 13 
C
13 C was first observed in 1929 by King and Birge in "An Isotope of Carbon, Mass 13" [75] . The isotope was identified in the Swan spectrum of carbon in a vacuum electric furnace. "Although with the present available data the fact may have no significance, it is interesting to note that this small discrepancy may be canceled by assuming 12.0000 and 13.0026 for the two masses... The present evidence seems however fully sufficient to establish the existence of an isotope of carbon, of mass 13." It should be noted that the same article was simultaneously submitted to Nature, where it appeared 12 days later [76] .
14 C
The first identification of 14 C was presented in "The disintegration of Nitrogen by Neutrons" by Bonner and Brubaker in 1936 [77] . The neutron capture reaction on 14 N was studied and reaction products were measured in a cloud chamber.
In addition to the reaction 14 N(n,α) 
In 1968, Poskanzer reported the first observation of 17 C in "Observation of the new isotope 17 C using a combined timeof-flight particle-identification technique" [82] . The Berkeley bevatron accelerated protons to 5.5 GeV which bombarded a uranium metal target. 17 C was identified in a five-detector telescope measuring energy-loss, energy, and time-of-flight.
"The particle spectrum obtained during 5 days of data collection showed clear evidence for a 17 C peak... Almost all the events which fell in the 17 C region of the particle spectrum also fell in the mass 17 region of the mass spectrum, thus clearly providing the existence of 17 C." [67] . 48 Ca at 213 MeV/nucleon from the Berkeley Bevatron was fragmented on a beryllium target. The fragments were focussed on a stack of Lexan plastic track detectors in the zero-degree magnetic spectrometer. "There is clear evidence for the first observation of 20 C (∼40 counts) and 27 F (∼20 counts)." in the high-precision spectrometer SPEG. "The peak observed in the subtracted spectrum has statistical significance of 4.0 σ... The peak is a broad structure and was fitted by an l=0 resonance at E r = 2.6(4) MeV. This resonance energy corresponds to a mass excess of 38. Si.] The half-life of about 14 min. for 13 N is close to the currently adopted value of 9.965(4) min.
14 N
In 1920
14 N was first measured by Aston in "The Constitution of the Elements" [14] . The isotope was identified in a mass spectrometer at Cambridge, England. "Nitrogen is apparently a 'pure' element, its doubly charged atom being 
Oxygen
Fourteen oxygen isotopes are described including 3 stable, 3 proton-rich, 6 neutron-rich, and 1 proton-and 1 neutronunbound resonance. The two-neutron unbound resonance of 26 O should be observed in the future due to the special interest in the vanishing of the N=20 and the appearance of the N=16 shell in neutron-rich nuclei. Oxygen is currently the heaviest element for which all particle-bound isotopes have been discovered. Thus the location of the neutron dripline is unknown beyond oxygen. 25 O is also the heaviest neutron-unbound nucleus which has been characterized at the present time. [102] . The tracks of alpha-particles from a thorium B + C source ( 212 Pb and 212 Bi) in a condensation chamber were photographed. "But amongst these normal forks due to elastic collisions, eight have been found of a strikingly different type... These eight tracks undoubtedly represent the ejection of a proton from a nitrogen nucleus. It was to be expected that a photograph of such an event would show an alpha-track branching into three... These eight forks however branch only into two... As no such track exists the alpha-particle cannot escape.
In ejecting a proton from a nitrogen nucleus the alpha-particle is therefore itself bound to the nitrogen nucleus. The resulting new nucleus must have a mass 17, and, provided no electrons are gained or lost in the process, an atomic number of 8... It ought therefore to be an isotope of oxygen."
O
The first identification of 18 O was reported by Giauque and Johnston in 1929 in "An isotope of oxygen, mass 18.
Interpretation of the atmospheric absorption bands" [103] . Giauque and Johnston reinvestigated the absorption band data of atmospheric oxygen by Dieke and Babcock [104] . "It occurred to us that the A' band might result from an isotope of oxygen and we have found that it is fully explained as originating from an oxygen molecule consisting of an atom of mass 16 combined with an atom of mass 18. Such an isotope has not previously been observed but its existence in small amount has certainly not been disproved. Since it is practically the same mass as water, it might easily be misinterpreted in a mass spectrograph." The paper was submitted on January 14, 1929 and published on May 6, 1929.
On March 2, 1929 Giauque and Johnston published a shorter version of the results in Nature [105] . No submission date is given and it is assumed that it was submitted after the longer paper.
In 1936 Nahmias and Walen identified 19 O for the first time in "Sur quelques radioéléments artificiels" [106] . Neutrons 
The discovery of 20 O was described in the 1959 paper "Oxygen-20" by Jarmie and Silbert [107] . An enriched 18 O gas target was bombarded with 2.6 MeV tritons from an electrostatic accelerator and 20 O was formed in the (t,p) reaction.
The ejectiles were analyzed in a double-focussing magnetic spectrometer and detected in a CsI crystal scintillation spectrometer. "Two proton groups associated with O 20 were observed. These are assumed to be due to the ground state 25 O might be bound [67] could not be confirmed [68] .
Fluorine
The observation of 16 fluorine isotopes has been reported so far, including 1 stable, 2 proton-rich, 10 neutron-rich, and 3 proton-unbound resonances. The one-neutron unbound resonances of 28 F, 30 F, and 32 F should be able to be observed in the future. In addition, 33 F still might be particle-stable.
F
In 2010, Goldberg et al. reported the discovery of 14 F in "First observation of 14 F" [109] . A secondary 31 MeV/u 13 O beam produced by in-flight separation at the Texas A&M University Cyclotron was used to bombard a methane gas target. Proton-unbound states of 14 F were populated by elastic scattering on hydrogen. "The ground state and several low-lying excited states in 14 F were observed and spin/parity assignments were made." 
Ne
The 1913 paper "Bakerian Lecture: -Rays of Positive Electricity" by Thomson can be considered the discovery of 20 Ne as an isotope [126] . It represented the first observation of isotopes in a stable element. An electric discharge tube ionized particles of low pressure gases. Ions leaving through an aperture then pass through an electric and magnetic field and were deflected depending on their mass and velocity. "The photograph shows that, in addition to helium and neon, there is another gas with an atomic weight about 22. This gas has been found in every specimen of neon which has been examined, including a very carefully purified sample prepared by Mr. E.W. Watson and a specimen very kindly supplied by M. Claud, of Paris... The substance giving the line 22 also occurs with a double charge, giving a line for which m/e = 11. There can, therefore, I think, be little doubt that what has been called neon is not a simple gas but a mixture of two gases, one of which has an atomic weight about 20 and the other about 22".
Hogness and Kvalnes reported the first observation of 21 Ne in the 1928 paper "The ionization processes in methane interpreted by the mass spectrograph" [127] . In the process of studying CH 4 molecules with a mass spectrograph, neon was also analyzed. "The calibrating gas, neon, gave the positive ions, Ne + 20 and Ne + 22 in the ratio of ten to one as found by Aston and by Barton and Bartlett. There was, in addition to these ions, a small peak for Ne + 21 , which was always found when neon was in the apparatus but was never obtained in the absence of neon." Aston had observed an "extremely faint" line at mass 21 but did not claim the existence of 21 Ne [128] . table we have the group iron, nickel, and cobalt. From the relative intensities of the 22 line and the neon line we may conclude that the quantity of the gas giving the 22 line is only a small fraction of the quantity of neon." [129] . 23 
In 1936 Nahmias and Walen identified 23 Ne for the first time in "Sur quelques radioéléments artificiels" [106] .
Neutrons from a Rn-Be source irradiated a laminated sodium metal sample and activities of 8 (1) 
Summary
The discoveries of the known isotopes and unbound resonances have been compiled and the methods of their production discussed. 125 isotopes were described including 20 stable, 14 proton-rich, 61 neutron-rich, 14 proton-and 15
neutron-unbound resonances, plus 8 Be breaking up into two α-particles.
Historically, the light mass region is especially interesting. In 1908 Rutherford characterized the α-particle correctly as a 4 He nucleus. The existences of isotopes was first realized by Thomson 
